
From: Ryan Readings <rreadings@mybigyellowbus.ca>  
Sent: Monday, October 30, 2023 10:33 AM 
To: Sara Henshaw <SHenshaw@thamescentre.on.ca> 
Cc: Marc Bancroft <MBancroft@thamescentre.on.ca> 
Subject: RE: Thames Centre - Local School Advisory Committee Resolution 
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Thames Centre email system. Please use caution when clicking 
links or opening attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.  

Hi Sara, 
 
Thank you for reaching out.  In lieu of attending I am able to provide you with some information related 
to the bus driver situation in our service area. Firstly, bus drivers are employed by the contracted bus 
companies.  The are not employees of Southwestern Ontario Student Transportation Services.   
 
Currently we have 1108 bus routes that are scheduled to operate on a daily basis.  We cancel anywhere 
from 0-8 daily which represents far less than 1% of our total number of bus routes.  We do acknowledge 
that some buses are running late.  This is done in an effort to provide transportation instead of 
cancelling altogether.  On occasion when a bus driver is done their regular scheduled bus route they 
then double back to operate a second route at a later time to ensure students are able to get to 
school.  We understand that this is less than ideal an appreciate the patience that schools and parents 
have shown as we work through this situation.    
 
Our contracted bus companies continue to recruit bus drivers.  Based on driver numbers from last week 
I can confirm that there are approximately 40 drivers in various stages of training and will be assigned a 
bus run on a permanent basis in the near future.  Unfortunately the issue of driver shortages continues 
to be impacted by last minute book offs due to illness, appointments and leaves of absences. 
 
If there are any specific questions I would be pleased to answer. 
 
Thank you 
 
Ryan Readings  
Chief Administrative Officer 
Southwestern Ontario Student Transportation Services 
rreadings@mybigyellowbus.ca 
Phone: 519-649-1160 ext.228 Toll Free: 866-210-6001 
 
Website: www.mybigyellowbus.ca     Twitter: @mybigyellowbus 
 
This message, including any attachments, is privileged and may contain confidential information intended only for the 
person(s) named above.  Any other copy, distribution or disclosure is strictly prohibited.  If you are not the intended 
recipient of this information or have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply 
email and permanently delete the original transmission, including any attachments, without making a copy. 

 
From: Sara Henshaw <SHenshaw@thamescentre.on.ca>  
Sent: Thursday, October 26, 2023 10:00 AM 
To: Ryan Readings <rreadings@mybigyellowbus.ca> 

mailto:rreadings@mybigyellowbus.ca
http://www.mybigyellowbus.ca/
mailto:SHenshaw@thamescentre.on.ca
mailto:rreadings@mybigyellowbus.ca


Cc: Marc Bancroft <MBancroft@thamescentre.on.ca> 
Subject: Thames Centre - Local School Advisory Committee Resolution 
 
Good morning Mr. Readings,  
 
I wish to advise that at its regular meeting held on Wednesday, October 25, 2023 at 3:00 p.m., the 
Municipality of Thames Centre’s Local School Advisory Committee passed the following resolution: 
 

Moved by: K. Empey 
Second by: K. Hallman 
(Resolution: LSAC-15-2023) 

                         
THAT staff be directed to contact a representative from the Southwestern Ontario Student 
Transportation Services (“mybigyellowbus.ca”) to see if they can appear as a delegation at an 
upcoming meeting of the Local School Advisory Committee to discuss driver concerns. 
 
Carried. 
 
Could you please advise if it is possible for a representative from your organization to appear as a 
delegation at an upcoming meeting to discuss driver concerns? 
 
If so, could you also please kindly advise on when this could perhaps take place? The next committee 
meeting is scheduled for Thursday, December 14, 2023 at 3:00 p.m. There is also a potential option of 
the Chair calling a special meeting, depending on your availability.  
 
More information about this committee can be found here: https://www.thamescentre.on.ca/lsac 
 
Thank you for your time, 
 

 

 

Sara Henshaw 
Interim Clerk/Legislative Services Manager 

Municipality of Thames Centre | shenshaw@thamescentre.on.ca 

4305 Hamilton Road, | Dorchester, Ontario, N0L 1G3 

Tel: 519.268.7334 Ext. 239 | Fax: 519.268.3928 

  

 
Individuals who submit written correspondence or information to the Municipality should be aware that any personal information contained in 
their communications may become part of the public record and made available to the public through the Council Agenda process or that of a 
committee of Council or a local board. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This e-mail and attached material is intended for the use of the individual or institution to which it is addressed and may 
not be distributed, copied or disclosed to other unauthorized persons. This material may contain confidential or personal information that may be 
subject to the provisions of the Municipal Freedom of Information Act.  If you receive this transmission in error, please notify me immediately at the 

contact above and do not print, copy, distribute or disclose it further.  Thank you for your co-operation and assistance. 
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